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Share18 Shares 18K In honor of a recent list of cheesy 80s actioners, here is a list for us James Bond
wannabes. This list looks at 10 of the special forces from around the world that have the honor of being the
most elite and â€” consequently â€” badass. Feel free to mention your own favorites in the comments which
will no doubt include a lot that are not listed here. Green Berets, endure punishment daily throughout their
training. They may quit anytime they want. The Spetsnaz want only the best, pain-hardened, battle-loving
killers. They spar with the express goal of injuring each other, breaking ribs, fingers, vertebrae, healing only
long enough to get back on their feet and complete the training. They are typically deployed for
reconnaissance or house-to-house close quarters combat, but are also employed as extremely formidable
bodyguards for high-ranking politicians. They claim that they are not taught to ignore pain, since that is
impossible. They are instead taught to enjoy it. Each unit is trained for special tasks, whether combat diving,
close quarters sea combat, exfiltration, canine units, or long range fire support, including snipers and missile
launchers. Their training regimen is comprised of 4 phases, increasing in strenuousness. Phase 1 is SERE
training, survival, evasion, resistance, escape. They are trained to make fire by friction, fire by mirrors, even
fire by ice, depending on the location to which they are deployed. You mold the ice with the heat of your
hands into the shape of a lens, which works just like a magnifying glass. Of course, they take matches and
Zippos with them. After this, they begin physical fitness training, and hand-to-hand combat, practicing a
hybrid of the most functional martial arts: Then, Sayoc Kali, which is Filipino knife fighting. This is just phase
1. Phase 2 is marksmanship, amphibious demolitions, reconnaissance. Phase 3 is a contrinuation of 2, but with
the addition of field radioes and satellite data-uplink systems. It works in close partnership with section 5 MI-5
, the latter which is more of a pure spy agency, dedicated to counter-intelligence and counter-espionage. Their
headquarters is at Vauxhall Cross, London, and they will be quick to tell you there that there is no James Bond
among them, and that their assignments and missions are quite boring. They also have indoor firing ranges,
dojos, and a gym. Army Rangers After basic Army training, voluntary enlistment into the 75th Ranger
Regiment will train the recruit for the HALO parachute jump, SERE, languages, elite combatives expert,
mountain warfare, combat diving, in addition to all the weapons qualification training. After nine weeks of
this, they enroll in Advanced Individual Training, to become masters of their chosen fields, then immediately
enroll in the Army Airborne School, then in Ranger Indoctrination or Orientation Programs. But then, they
lose a few points for an incident a Ranger told me about: Just an exercise, but because of the sweltering heat,
they had to open their tank hatches. This captain, who shall remain nameless, heard a thump behind him, and
turned to see a Goliath Bird-eating Spider crawling toward him, raising its front legs and hissing. He admits to
screaming like a girl, knifing the tarantula, jumping out of the tank and running off into the jungle for a mile
and a half. His buddies still rib him about it. Technically they are the U. Army Special Forces, as opposed to
the special forces of other countries, many of which also wear green berets. This was done in South Vietnam,
Iraq and Afghanistan, among others. This usually involved sniping and throat cutting. Final training consists
of various endurance courses, carrying heavy backpacks over 40 miles of rugged terrain, with nothing but a
live chicken and a knife, day and night. If the recruit can make a fire, he can eat the chicken cooked. He is not
given matches or a lighter. He is allowed only a compass and his own hand-drawn map, completed from
earlier reconnaissance courses. Discover how the Green Berets got their reputation with a glimpse inside their
grueling training regime. Buy The Guerrilla Factory: Selection is done according to a physical fitness test:
Then an all-night, mile hike over mountainous terrain with a 35 lb backpack and a compass, no map. This
finally culminated with a mile hike with a 45 lb backpack, in a shorter time limit. Then psychologists conduct
a grueling battery of mental exams on the recruit to try to break him into confusion. If he passes this, he
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actually gets to begin Delta Force training, for 6 months. Firearms, heavy weaponry, elite hand-to-hand
training. They specialize in hostage rescue and counter-terrorism, and because they live so close to a host of
nations that seem bent on eradicating them, they are at all times ready in an instant to travel abroad and kill.
They are very secretive, but of their missions publicized, the most notable include Operation Spring of Youth,
in which they hunted down members of Black September in Beirut Lebanon and killed them, in revenge for
the Munich massacre. Groin strikes are quite prevalent. They are trained in all the fields in which the other U.
At least 42 push-ups in 2 minutes with a competitive count of 79 or more. At least 50 sit-ups in 2 minutes with
a competitive count of 79 or more. At least 6 pull-ups from a dead hang no time limit with a competitive count
of 11 or more. Physical conditioning, diving, land warfare, for 24 weeks, then 26 more weeks of SEAL
qualification training. Then specialization in whatever fields a SEAL team needs expertise in: Physical
competency must be of equal stature to the SEALs, to the degree that both special forces work closely together
when necessary Iraq and Afghanistan and have good camaraderie. They wear a tan beret, just as the U. They
have the distinction of being the model on which almost all national commando units are based today,
including every other entry on this list.
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The Roman corvus In the earliest day of naval warfare , there was little distinction between sailors and soldiers
on a warship. The oarsmen of Ancient Greek and Roman ships had to be capable of fighting the rowers of
opposing ships hand-to-hand; [1] though hoplites began appearing on Greek ships specifically for the boarding
of enemy ships. During the First Punic War , Roman crews remained inferior in naval experience to the
Carthaginians and could not hope to match the Carthaginians in naval tactics, which required great fleet
maneuverability and tactical experience. The Romans therefore employed a novel weapon which changed sea
warfare to their advantage â€” they equipped their ships with the corvus , a long pivoting plank with a
beak-like spike on the underside for hooking onto enemy ships, possibly developed earlier by the Syracusans
against the Athenians during the Sicilian Expedition of the Peloponnesian War. Using it as a boarding bridge,
Roman infantrymen were able to invade an enemy ship, transforming sea combat into a version of land
combat, where the Roman legionaries had the upper hand. That Corps participated to the conquest of
Byzantium , later officially called " Fanti da Mar" sea infantry in Because of the use of "marine" to mean
navy, exact one-word translations for the term do not exist in many other languages, with the notable
exception of the Dutch word marinier. Typically, marine forces in non-English speaking countries have names
that translate in English to naval infantry or coastal infantry. In French-speaking countries , two phrases exist
which could be translated as marine, "troupes de marine" and "fusiliers-marins"; similar phrases exist
elsewhere, e. Roles[ edit ] Marines from the U. The principal role of marine troops is military operations in the
littoral zone ; operating from ships they are trained to land on and secure key points to around 50 miles inland,
or as far as ship borne logistics can provide. As well as amphibious operations, marine troops are also used in
a variety of other, naval roles. Stationed at naval bases or forming marine detachments onboard naval ships,
they also conduct small scale raiding, maritime boarding operations , security of naval vessels and bases,
riverine and coastal missions, mess duty, and field day operations. In addition to their primary roles, they also
perform other tasks, including special operations and land warfare , separate from naval operations;
ceremonial duties and miscellaneous other tasks as directed by governments. Argentine marines have the same
rank insignia and titles as the rest of the navy. It is composed of a fleet marine force one marine battalion, plus
artillery, air defense, communications, logistics, engineer and vehicle units , a southern marine force two
marine battalions , a river operations battalion, a special forces unit the Amphibious Commandos Group and
several security battalions and companies. The Argentine Marine Corps dates from when a single infantry
battalion was raised. This was expanded in but seven years later the corps was merged with the existing coast
artillery, to form a Naval Artillery Regiment. A series of reorganizations followed until responsibility for
coastal defense was passed to the Argentine Army in Between and the marines reappeared in the form of five
battalions of Marine Infantry, serving both on board ship and in coastal defense fortifications. In the Infanteria
de Marina was reorganized as a separate corps distinct from both Navy and Army. Since the Bahamas does not
have an army or an air force, its navy composes the entirety of its armed forces. These are organised into
seven small battalions. Brazil[ edit ] Brazilian marines demonstrate lane training. The marine corps is
composed of an operational brigade and some guard and ceremonial duty battalions.
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The soldiers are part of a group of Green Berets that arrived in the area to train Colombian army troops to
protect a key oil pipeline from attacks by leftist rebels. They study foreign cultures and learn local languages.
At least they think so. Army Special Forces Command. Special Operations forces SOF. There is, of course, a
certain logic to imagining that the increasing global sweep of these deployments is a sign of success. He
responded with a hearty laugh. The initial operations in the invasion of Afghanistan in -- carried out largely by
U. As for the years that followed? Special Ops and the Future of American Warfare , the high number of
deployments is likely a mistake in itself. Between and , for example, Special Operations forces carried out
Joint Combined Exchange Training JCET missions in as many as 67 countries, practicing everything from
combat casualty care and marksmanship to small unit tactics and desert warfare alongside local forces. And
JCETs only scratch the surface when it comes to special ops missions to train proxies and allies. Special
Operations forces, in fact, conduct a variety of training efforts globally. This particular failure followed much
larger, far more expensive attempts to train the Afghan and Iraqi security forces in which Special Operations
troops played a smaller yet still critical role. A compendium of more than a decade of derring-do from
Afghanistan to Iraq, Somalia to Syria, Relentless Strike paints a portrait of a highly-trained, well-funded,
hard-charging counterterror force with global reach. If what JSOC can do is bump off and capture individuals
and pressure such groups but not decisively roll up militant networks, despite years of anti-terror
whack-a-mole efforts, it sounds like a recipe for spending endless lives and endless funds on endless war.
What if al-Qaeda in Iraq, which flowered in the years after the U. Given that the even more brutal Islamic
State IS grew out of that targeted terror group, that IS was fueled in many ways , say experts , both by U. By
this spring, JSOC operators were not only back in Iraq and also on the ground in Syria , but they were soon
conducting drone campaigns in both of those tottering nations. Over the years , in that country , in Afghanistan
, and elsewhere , special operators have regularly been involved in all manner of mishaps , embroiled in
various scandals , and implicated in numerous atrocities. Embassy in Iran in that ended, instead, in the deaths
of eight U. Today, the elite force trades on an aura of success in the shadows. Its missions are the stuff of
modern myths. Is exceptional tactical prowess enough? Are battlefield triumphs and the ability to batter terror
networks through relentless raiding the same as victory? Such questions bring to mind an exchange that Army
colonel Harry Summers, who served in Vietnam, had with a North Vietnamese counterpart in But it is also
irrelevant. And what of the Special Operations forces sent to countries in ? And what about those Geographic
Combatant Commanders across the globe who have hosted all those special operators? Effort, as measured by
operations conducted, bomb tonnage dropped, or bodies counted, is taken as evidence of progress made.
Today, tallying up the number of countries in which Special Operations forces are present repeats this error.
There is no doubt that U. Special Operations forces are hard at it in lots of different places. It does not follow
that they are thereby actually accomplishing anything meaningful. Proxy Wars and Secret Ops in Africa.
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This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. November Origins[ edit ] The modern
day U. Scouts and Raiders[ edit ] Recognizing the need for a beach reconnaissance force, a select group of
Army and Navy personnel assembled at Amphibious Training Base Little Creek , Virginia on August 15, to
begin Amphibious Scouts and Raiders joint training. The Scouts and Raiders mission was to identify and
reconnoiter the objective beach, maintain a position on the designated beach prior to a landing, and guide the
assault waves to the landing beach. Later operations were at Gasmata , Arawe , Cape Gloucester , and the east
and south coasts of New Britain , all without any loss of personnel. Conflicts arose over operational matters,
and all non-Navy personnel were reassigned. The unit, renamed 7th Amphibious Scouts , received a new
mission, to go ashore with the assault boats, buoy channels, erect markers for the incoming craft, handle
casualties, take offshore soundings, clear beach obstacles and maintain voice communications linking the
troops ashore, incoming boats and nearby ships. The 7th Amphibious Scouts conducted operations in the
Pacific for the duration of the conflict, participating in more than 40 landings. They formed the core of what
was envisioned as a "guerrilla amphibious organization of Americans and Chinese operating from coastal
waters, lakes and rivers employing small steamboats and sampans. They conducted a survey of the upper
Yangtze River in the spring of and, disguised as coolies , conducted a detailed three-month survey of the
Chinese coast from Shanghai to Kitchioh Wan, near Hong Kong. They were on Omaha beach with Ens. On
November 10, , the first combat demolition unit successfully cut cable and net barriers across the Wadi Sebou
River during Operation Torch in North Africa. Rangers who captured the Port Lyautey airdrome. In early May
, a two-phase "Naval Demolition Project" was directed by the Chief of Naval Operations "to meet a present
and urgent requirement". Those Seabees were immediately sent to participate in the invasion of Sicily.
Training commenced with a gruelling week designed to filter out under-performing candidates. On 6 June , in
the face of great adversity, the NCDUs at Omaha Beach managed to blow eight complete gaps and two partial
gaps in the German defenses. They cleared yards metres of beach in two hours, another yards metres by the
afternoon. Casualties at Utah Beach were significantly lighter with six killed and eleven wounded. During
Operation Overlord, not a single demolitioneer was lost to improper handling of explosives. NCDUs also
operated in the Pacific theater. OSS specialized in special operations, dropping operatives behind enemy lines
to engage in organized guerrilla warfare as well as to gather information on such things as enemy resources
and troop movements. Lambertsen , [19] [20] the use of Swimmer Delivery Vehicles a type of submersible ,
and combat swimming and limpet mine attacks. They became part of UDT in July Marine Corps on Guam U.
Navy On 23 November , the U. Marines suffered heavy losses at the Battle of Tarawa , as the second wave of
landing crafts ran aground on coral reefs because of unexpectedly shallow tide. As a result, Admiral Kelly
Turner ordered the formation of nine underwater demolition teams to do advance landing reconnaissance and
demolition of beach obstructions. Seabees made up the vast majority of the men in teams and 13 and were
referred to as Seabee Teams. However, at Kwajalein Fort Pierce protocol was changed. Luehrs and Seabee
Chief Bill Acheson wore swim trunks under their fatigues anticipating they would not be able to get what the
Admiral wanted by staying in the boat. They stripped down, spent 45 minutes in the water in broad daylight.
When they got out were taken directly to Admiral Turners flagship to report, still in their trunks. Admiral
Turner concluded that daylight reconnaissance by individual swimmers was the way to get accurate
information on coral and underwater obstacles for upcoming landings. This is what he reported to Admiral
Nimitz. Those seabees also created the image of UDTs as the "naked warriors". Eventually, 34 UDT teams
were established. Their combat uniform of the day was: These "Naked Warriors" saw action across the Pacific
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in every major amphibious landing including: The rapid demobilization at the conclusion of the war reduced
the number of active duty UDTs to two on each coast with a complement of seven officers and 45 enlisted
men each. Beginning with a detachment of 11 personnel from UDT 3, UDT participation expanded to three
teams with a combined strength of men. Continuing to use water as cover and concealment as well as an
insertion method, the Korean Era UDTs targeted bridges, tunnels, fishing nets and other maritime and coastal
targets. They also developed a close working relationship with the Republic of Korea Underwater Demolitions
Unit predecessor to the Navy Special Warfare Flotilla , which continues today. This was frowned upon by
higher-ranking officials because they believed it was a non-traditional use of Naval forces. Due to the nature
of the war the UDTs maintained a low operational profile. Some of the missions include transporting spies
into North Korea and the destruction of North Korean fishing nets used to supply the North Korean Army. The
UDTs specialized in a somewhat new mission: Night coastal demolition raids against railroad tunnels and
bridges. UDT 1 and 3 provided personnel who went in ahead of the landing craft, scouting mud flats, marking
low points in the channel, clearing fouled propellers, and searching for mines. Four UDT personnel acted as
wave-guides for the Marine landing. In October , UDTs supported mine-clearing operations in Wonsan Harbor
where frogmen would locate and mark mines for minesweepers. On 12 October , two U. UDTs rescued 25
sailors. The next day, William Giannotti conducted the first U. Vietnam War President John F. Kennedy ,
aware of the situation in Southeast Asia, recognized the need for unconventional warfare and special
operations as a measure against guerrilla warfare. His announcement was actually only a formal
acknowledgement of a process that had been under way since Korea. In March , Admiral Arleigh Burke , the
Chief of Naval Operations , recommended the establishment of guerrilla and counter-guerrilla units. These
units would be able to operate from sea, air or land. The first two teams were formed in January [30] and
stationed on both US coasts: Formed entirely with personnel from UDTs, the SEALs mission was to conduct
counter guerilla warfare and clandestine operations in maritime and riverine environments. After SBI training
class, they would enter a platoon and conduct platoon training. These consisted of deploying from submarines
and carrying out beach reconnaissance in prelude to a proposed US amphibious invasion of the island. As the
war continued, the SEALs found themselves positioned in the Rung Sat Special Zone where they were to
disrupt the enemy supply and troop movements and in the Mekong Delta to fulfill riverine operations, fighting
on the inland waterways. Combat with the Viet Cong was direct. Unlike the conventional warfare methods of
firing artillery into a coordinate location, the SEALs operated close to their targets. Into the late s, the SEALs
were successful in a new style of warfare, effective in anti-guerrilla and guerrilla actions. SEALs brought a
personal war to the enemy in a previously safe area. The Viet Cong referred to them as "the men with green
faces," due to the camouflage face paint the SEALs wore during combat missions. South Vietnam fell to North
Vietnamese communist forces in April By the end of the war, 48 SEALs had been killed in Vietnam, but
estimates of their kill count are as high as 2, Neither mission was well briefed or sufficiently supported with
timely intelligence and the SEALs ran into trouble from the very beginning. The team inserted with full
combat gear in bad weather with low visibility conditions and high winds. Four SEALs drowned and were
never recovered. SEALs split into two teams and proceeded to their objectives. The SEALs were pinned down
in the mansion overnight and were relieved and extracted by a group of Marines the following morning. The
team sent to the radio station also ran into communication problems. As soon as the SEALs reached the radio
facility they found themselves unable to raise their command post. After beating back several waves of
Grenadian and Cuban troops supported by BTR armoured personnel carriers, the SEALs decided that their
position at the radio tower was untenable. They destroyed the station and fought their way to the water where
they hid from patrolling enemy forces. After the enemy had given up their search the SEALs, some wounded,
swam into the open sea where they were extracted several hours later after being spotted by a reconnaissance
aircraft. A secret plan was put in place and dubbed Operation Prime Chance. The only loss of life occurred
during the take down of the Iran Ajr. They set up naval special operations groups in Kuwait, working with the
Kuwaiti Navy in exile. Using these new diving, swimming, and combat skills, these commandos took part in
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combat operations such as the liberation of the capital city. Task Force White was tasked with three principal
objectives: Coughlin, EN-3 Timothy K. Eppley, ET-1 Randy L. Several SEALs were concerned about the
nature of the mission assigned to them being that airfield seizure was usually the domain of the Army
Rangers. Persian Gulf War[ edit ] Main article: They infiltrated the capital city of Kuwait within hours of the
invasion and gathered intelligence and developed plans to rescue US embassy staff should they become
hostages. On 23 February , a seven-man SEAL team launched a mission to trick the Iraqi military into
thinking an amphibious assault on Kuwait by coalition forces was imminent by setting off explosives and
placing marking buoys meters off the Kuwaiti coast. The mission was a success and Iraqi forces were diverted
east away from the true coalition offensive. They suffered only one casualty, who was injured by an IED.
Wasdin would be awarded a Purple Heart after continuing to fight despite being wounded three times during
the battle. It was a so-called hunter-killer force whose primary objective was of capturing or killing senior
leadership and HVT within both al-Qaeda and the Taliban. In January , following the Battle of Tora Bora ,
another series of caves was discovered in Zhawar Kili , just south of Tora Bora ; airstrikes hit the sites before
SOF teams were inserted into the area.
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